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1 Introduction  
 
At any z/OS site hardware costs are mostly driven by installed CPU capacity while software costs 
are mostly driven by installed CPU capacity (OTC) and used CPU (MLC). CPU utilization 
measurement and control is therefore the key factor required to reduce costs. 

This is the reason why every company collects a lot of different measurements related to CPU 
utilization which are the mandatory input to tuning and capacity planning activities.  

In addition (and sometimes as an alternative) to tuning and capacity planning, different capping 
techniques can be exploited to manage CPU utilization in order to reduce costs.  

If you want to control the amount of CPU used at the LPAR level you can choose between 
hardware capping and defined capacity. By using group capacity you can also extend the defined 
capacity mechanism in order to potentially control an entire CEC. However if you want to 
implement a more granular control on the workloads running inside an LPAR, the only available 
solution are the WLM resource groups. 

While WLM Resource groups have existed for many years they have been scarcely used and are not 
properly understood by many customers. In order to make their utilization easier they have been 
enhanced in z/OS 1.8 by introducing two new resource group types. 

In this paper we will discuss all the WLM resource group types showing how to use them to 
manage CPU utilization better. 

 

2 Resource groups 
 

In z/OS, any workload has to be assigned to a service class. When defining a service class you can 
decide whether or not to associate it to a resource group1. A service class can be assigned to only 
one resource group but a resource group can include multiple service classes. 

Resource groups have been designed with the goal to protect workloads by setting a minimum and a 
maximum amount of CPU resources a workload can use2. By setting a minimum limit you intend to 
protect the workload associated with that resource group from other workloads while by setting a 
maximum you aim to protect the other workloads from it.  

                                                 
1 A service class representing transaction-oriented work, such as CICS or IMS transactions, can’t be assigned to a 
resource group. Though you can associate a resource group to their regions’ service classes. 
2 It’s important to note that, while WLM also manages zAAP and zIIP resources, resource groups only refer to standard 
CPU. 
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So a resource group is a collection of service classes with either a minimum or a maximum limit (or 
else both limits) assigned to the CPU resource it can use.  

The resource group minimum value is only enforced when the performance goal of a service class is 
not met, while the resource group maximum is always enforced. 

When the maximum  resource group limit is reached, WLM starts capping the workloads inside the 
resource group.  Every 10 seconds (which is the WLM policy adjustment interval time), all resource 
groups are re-analysed to determine if further adjustment is necessary. 

In the rest of this paper we will only discuss how to use the maximum resource group limit to 
manage the impact of some workloads on the overall CPU utilization. 

   

3 Resource group goals 
 

As discussed, the original goal of the resource group maximum limit was a performance goal: the 
idea was to avoid a non-business critical workload from using an excessive amount of CPU 
therefore penalizing the performance of other workloads which were more important from a 
business perspective. 

However resource groups have also been used for many years to manage z/OS costs in some 
specific situations3 such as: 

 to fulfil the terms of an outsourcing contract when an LPAR is shared by different 
customers; 

 to postpone a hardware upgrade by limiting some unimportant workload. 

With the adoption of the WLC software pricing policy by more and more customers, resource 
groups can now play a more important role at almost any z/OS site. They can in fact work in 
synergy with the other available capping techniques (hard capping, defined capacity and group 
capacity) in the daily struggle to reduce the software monthly bill. 

 

4 Resource group types 
 

There are three types of Resource Groups: 

 Type 1: capacity is specified in un-weighted CPU (CPU+SRB) service units per second 
(SU/sec); it should guarantee stable capacity limits; 

 Type 2: capacity is specified as a percentage of the LPAR capacity; the sum of all Resource 
Groups minimum values should not exceed 99;  

 Type 3: capacity is specified as a percentage of a single general purpose CP; 100 represents 
the capacity of one CPU; the sum of all Resource Group minimum values should not exceed 
the number of processors x 100. 

 
 

                                                 
3 A resource group with a very low maximum limit can be also used to stop not swappable address spaces when in loop. 
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4.1 Type 1 
 
While type 1 resource groups have been available for many years they are not often used. 
The main reason is that setting a limit in “unweighted CPU service units rate” is not 
straightforward. The easiest way is by looking at the RMF workload activity report or at the EPV 
for z/OS configuration pages and finding the system service units rate. 
This is an estimate of the capacity which can be provided by one CPU (in unweighted CPU service 
units). So if you want the workloads associated with a resource group to use one full CPU, that is 
the right number to set as the resource group maximum limit. If you want them to use only 50% of a 
CPU, you have just to divide system service units rate by two and set the result as the resource 
group maximum limit. 
 
In the example in Figure 1 the TSOLIMIT resource group has been created. It is a type 1 resource 
group and the maximum limit has been set to 34.783 CPU service units per second which is the 
system service units rate of a 12 logical CPUs LPAR hosted on an IBM 2097-722 machine4. 
 

 
Figure 1 

 
This means that the service classes associated to TSOLIMIT can use, all together, no more than the 
capacity of one CPU. 
 
A second issue of type 1 resource groups is that they have a sysplex scope. So if in the above 
example the WLM definitions apply to a three member sysplex, the indicated maximum capacity is 
the limit to what can be used globally in the sysplex. WLM makes some effort to balance the 
capacity used in each system but it doesn’t guarantee that; so it may happen that workloads in one 
system, when capping is in place, suffer much more than the workloads in the others. 
 
The good thing about type 1 resource groups is that they are stable when there are hardware or 
configuration changes. 
 
The example in Figure 1 refers to the production LPAR of a customer who recently upgraded the 
hardware from a 2097-722 to a 2827-715. The additional capacity they got has to be used for new 

                                                 
4 The system service units rate depends on the hardware but also on the number of logical CPUs assigned to the LPAR; 
so LPARs hosted on the same hardware but with a different number of logical CPUs assigned have a different service 
units rate. HiperDispatch activity doesn’t influence the system service units rate.  
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systems to be started so they changed weights and logical CPUs of the old LPARs in order to give 
them about the same capacity as before.  
 

 
Figure 2 

 
The table in Figure 2 shows the old and new configuration. 
The production LPAR has now 8 logical CPUs assigned instead of 12 while the system service units 
rate (System SU rate) of the new machine is much higher than the old one (64.777 vs 34.783) 
because of the much more powerful processors used.  
The Max SU rate of the TSOLIMIT resource group allows now to use only 0,54 CPUs instead of 1; 
it can be calculated by using the following formula: 
     
     Max SU rate / System SU rate  
 
The maximum capacity in MIPS, corresponding to the Max SU rate, can be calculated by using the 
following formula: 
 
   CEC capacity(MIPS) / Physical CPUs * Max capacity(CPUs) 
 
Note that the maximum capacity in MIPS, allowed to TSOLIMIT, is about the same as before5 (612 
vs 615). 
 
 
 

The other resource group types  
will be discussed in the second part of this paper. 

 

                                                 
5 Machine MIPS have been estimated by using the IBM zPCR tool.  

RG Max SU rate Hardware Physical CPUs Logical CPUs System SU rate Max capacity (CPUs) CEC capacity (MIPS) Max capacity (MIPS)
TSOLIMIT 34.783          2097-722 22 12 34.783                1,00                                 13.530                          615                                 
TSOLIMIT 34.783          2827-715 15 8 64.777                0,54                                 17.096                          612                                 


